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Comedy Brief
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At Channel 4, Comedy is one of the bedrocks that defines and sustains the channel -

where would we be without the legacy of Peep Show, The Inbetweeners, Brass Eye, 

Ali G, Green Wing, Father Ted to name a few. 

We’re proud that in recent years, Catastrophe, Friday Night Dinner and most 

recently, Derry Girls have joined the ranks of comedy hits bringing new audiences to 

C4 and we’re on the hunt for what will be the next big family and relationship 

comedy for the channel.
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What works for us:  Authenticity appeals, so a connection between the writer and the 

foundation of the show can be really fruitful, but the generation of laughs is paramount 

for us – an ambitious joke rate in combination with a truly unique POV is what sets a 

show apart as a C4 comedy. 

We want to reflect the lives of our viewers and our biggest shows all celebrate the 

universal themes of family, friends and relationships, so we’re looking for relatable 

characters from all corners of the UK - unheard voices and unseen locations remain 

high on our agenda - deft, funny and surprising people that feel like instant friends, 

saying things you’ll laugh at time and time again.
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Other asks: Self-contained, tightly plotted, repeatable sitcoms are something we’d like 

to see more of, so don’t be afraid to send us those (as opposed to more narrative led 

ideas, which we’re always interested in but actually get more of).  

Traditionally, we’ve played most comedy at 10pm, but are keen and open to ideas that 

have the scale and reach to land a 9pm slot - uplifting, escapist comedy with broad 

appeal - and a C4 twist - fits the bill. 

The sweet spot for C4 Comedy? Surprising, truly original and bloody FUNNY!
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Comedy Brief
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An E4 audience is youthful, honest and open, extrovert whilst being sensitive and realistic, they like novelty 

and are looking for E4 to make the world a little less serious and deliver quality entertainment with surprising 

depth. 

It’s fair to say that there’s been a hiatus in original scripted comedy on E4 and we want to change that, 

making a commitment to bolster the original output of quality UK comedy on E4, so we’re actively looking 

for new ideas and want to super charge development for this channel. 
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What works for us:  We want buoyant, colourful, self-contained sitcoms with relatable characters and pacey 

plotting that can sit alongside the brilliant US comedies that shape the channel. We’re particularly keen to 

receive ideas that reflect young contemporary Britain in young precincts with originality and verve. Bold 

clearly defined comic characters who can handle love and relationships but who can also nail a set piece are 

great. Antiheroes and geeks are very welcome, as are original gangs/ensembles.  We’re not shy of rude, 

brash jokes, physical humour or celebrating idiots.   But this doesn’t mean we’re not keen to land moments 

that surprise and move us - we want to create shows full of characters that stand the test of time - but 

ALWAYS in the company of a killer joke rate.  

If you have ideas that could sit alongside Dead Pixels, Big Bang, The Goldbergs, Brooklyn 99 and follow in 

the path of The Inbetweeners, Drifters, Chewing Gum and Fonejacker, we want to hear from you. 
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Comedy BLAPS
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We are committing to double the amount of comedy BLAPS we make in 2019. 

We take submissions all year round and this is a rolling commissioning platform but 

we need ideas submitted by the end of July to hit TX this year, so don’t be shy!  

To date we’ve taken 7 Blaps to series across E4 and C4*.  But by doubling the amount 

we’re opening up the brief – we’re not only looking for ideas that tee up a series in the 

more traditional sense (although obviously that’s the dream) we want to endorse 

people early, support invention in the form and showcase fantastic comedy talent 

that deserves to be seen and serves a young audience in the online spaces they are 

looking for it.   

So we want you to surprise and compel us with your Blaps pitch for what new comedy 

should look like.  We are after risky, feel good and silly stuff that skews young. Above 

all, it’s just got to make us laugh. 

* Chewing Gum/ Stath Lets Flats/Gameface/Lee & Dean/Home/Dead Pixels/Maxx (coming soon)
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Q: What form do Blaps commissions take?

The beauty with online commissions is we can be flexible, the idea is queen, but we

are looking for around 15 mins of footage spread across 1, 2 or 3 short eps.

Q: Who can apply for these?

We welcome submissions via production companies primarily, but are also open to

ideas that come from individuals or talent themselves.

Q: Who to pitch to and how?

The whole comedy team are eager to hear from you. That’s Laura, Jack and

Jon. Their emails can be found here, but for good measure, all ideas must come in

to the COMEDY BLAPS inbox on Comedyblaps@channel4.co.uk

http://www.channel4.com/info/commissioning/4producers/comedy
mailto:Comedyblaps@channel4.co.uk
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What we need from each pitch:

• Sending us 5 half-baked ideas is less likely to grab our attention than one fully formed

and well thought out killer idea. Passion pieces only please.

• Additional supporting materials are essential – treatments, scripts or example scenes

are the most important, but links to taster clips, show reels, previous work online all

help give us a better understanding of the idea. The more information you can throw

at us to get a sense of your ideas the better. We don’t expect you to have gone out

and shot the pilot, but a detailed treatment with sample scenes really helps get an

idea across.

• Before submitting your idea please go to Comedy Blaps or ALL4 to view our Blaps

site so you get a feel for what we are looking for.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbnU9iq6kGBE2g97dh-YD2D7Kih83P1GY
http://www.channel4.com/programmes/comedy-blaps
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The whole team is open to ideas for both channels, so get in touch. 

Commissioning Editor, Jack Bayles jbayles@channel4.co.uk

Commissioning Editor, Jon Petrie jpetrie@channel4.co.uk

Commissioning Exec, Laura Riseam lriseam@channel4.co.uk

And always include assistant, Nicole Steven nsteven@channel4.co.uk

mailto:jbayles@channel4.co.uk
mailto:jpetrie@channel4.co.uk
mailto:lriseam@channel4.co.uk
mailto:nsteven@channel4.co.uk

